What do you like most about the Harbour area? The Oamaru Harbour and its surrounds are a
beautiful coastal environment. It is a traditional harbour environment with a fascinating history and
an abundance of marine life and birdlife. Its vicinity close to a Victorian Precinct, quirky Steampunk
HQ and a thriving Little Blue Penguin colony set it apart from any other small harbour in the world.
It has wonderful family friendly FREE recreation opportunities and an uncrowded relaxed feel. Most
of all it is a peaceful and tranquil space that allows for relaxation and reflection unspoilt by mass
tourism activities.
What would you like to see changed at the Oamaru Harbour area?
The 2011 Harbour Development Plan implemented projects that enhanced the area for locals and
visitors alike to enjoy. There is no need for any dramatic changes to the Oamaru Harbour area.
Sympathetic beautification and enhancement of what is already there should continue. This could
include:
A pontoon rebuilt and reinstated out from Friendly Bay for swimmers.
The wharves upgraded and maintained for safety.
Projects that educate and tell the history of Oamaru and its Harbour encouraged.
Looking ahead, in 30 years what do you want the Oamaru Harbour area to look like and how do
you think it should function?
The Oamaru Harbour and its surrounds must remain undeveloped, with only very sympathetic and
careful enhancement. If we allow commercial development in our Harbour environment we will
spoil what is already so special about it. This is the reason it is enjoyed by our community and why
current tourists visit and love it.
Mass tourism can be fine if you concentrate it in certain areas and build proper infrastructure, many
people don’t mind being in crowded areas. The Oamaru Harbour is not one of those areas. Our
Harbour Development plan must reflect what is our purpose, our vibe, what makes us unique and
quietly build on that. We are an artsy town with a beautiful historic area and an unspoilt traditional
harbour. Travellers come here for that reason. It’s a place to relax away from mass tourism.
Neither a zipline nor a floating hotel fit our vibe or our purpose.
In 30 years McKeown’s will be gone to a more suitable, safer location.
In 30 years’ time there won’t be many changes to our Harbour area, there will only be enhancement.
All recreation and tourism activities in and around the Oamaru Harbour will be sympathetic to our
history and our coastal environment.
Our harbour surrounds will be a vibrant place enjoyed by our community and travellers alike.
Individuals and families will enjoy safe and free recreation; walking and biking trails, picnic areas,
playgrounds and places for sitting and relaxing. Our historic wharfs will be upgraded and maintained
for walking on and fishing and for wildlife to nest.
Our harbour will be unpolluted and have a vista unobstructed by modern day commercialism and
mass tourism ventures. Individuals and families will enjoy swimming, paddle boarding, rowing and
sailing.
In an Era of Unprecedented World Travel and Mass Tourism NO Tourism is the Best Tourism for
the Oamaru Harbour Area.
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We wish to be heard with regards to this submission

Background
The Cancer Society of New Zealand, Otago & Southland Division is a non-profit organisation,
which aims to improve community wellbeing by reducing the incidence and impact of cancer
for those living in the Southern Region. The Cancer Society has three key work streams
including; the provision of supportive care for people and their families who are impacted
by cancer, funding of cancer related research, and health promotion activities. The health
promotion work stream aims to create a future with less cancer, and advocates for health
in all public policy. We work collaboratively in the community to create social, cultural, and
physical environments that support health and wellbeing and reduce the population’s risk
of developing cancer.

Cancer Society Otago & Southland Division Inc. | www.cancernz.org.nz
Otago: PO Box 6258, Dunedin 9059 Phone 03 477 7447
Southland: PO Box 955, Invercargill 9840 Phone (03) 218 4108

Key Recommendations
The Cancer Society commends the Council for its goals to make the Oamaru Harbour Area
a shared space, and family-friendly.
1. The Oamaru Harbour area is made Smoke- and vape-free.
2. Adequate shade is provided in rest areas, and playgrounds. The Cancer Society
would like to offer support to select appropriate shade.
3. The area promotes a healthy local food system.
4. The area has no marketing of unhealthy food and beverages (such as alcohol, and
products high in salt, fat and sugar) on outdoor signs and council property.
5. Local iwi are consulted in the planning and development of the future of the
Oamaru Harbour.
Supporting Comments
What do you like most about the Oamaru Harbour Area?
The natural environment, walkways, parks, and eateries along the waterfront which provide
opportunities for the community to connect, be active, and experience nature.
What would you most like to see changed at the Oamaru Harbour area?
1. That the Oamaru Harbour area is made smoke- and vape-free:
The New Zealand Government has committed to a goal of a Smokefree Aotearoa by 2025,
so the Otago and Southland Division of The Cancer Society would like to see actions towards
reaching this goal are prioritised by Waitaki District Council. Despite a number of Smokefreerelated submissions being received, the research found little evidence of Smokefree 2025
or Smokefree community spaces in council long-term plans1. Making the area Smokefree
would help to support the Council’s goal to make the area family-friendly. Smokefree spaces
also reduce cigarette butt-litter and have beneficial effects on the environment. In
international cases the reduction of litter has often been the driver for Smokefree public
environments2. Making the area Smokefree would help to protect wildlife and vegetation
which the Oamaru Harbour area plans to celebrate.
A number of council’s have taken positive steps towards the Smokefree 2025 goal, such as
Invercargill City Council who has made their CBD Smokefree, Timaru District Council who
made the beach at Caroline Bay Smokefree, and Auckland Council who recently introduced
a Smokefree outdoor dining bylaw at cafes, restaurants and bars.
There is strong public and business support for Smokefree outdoor dining. Results from The
Fresh Air Project (www.freshairproject.org.nz) in Christchurch and Whangarei found that
over 90% of customers supported the change to Smokefree outdoor dining, and businesses
did not experience any negative impacts on their revenue. In conjunction with The Southern
District Health Board, we have recently launched The Fresh Air Project as a pilot in Dunedin,

Invercargill and Queenstown. This should generate Southern data, and local support. We are
more than happy to share these results with the Council when they are ready.
Locally, a survey conducted in 2015 with businesses in the Victorian precinct on making the
area smokefree found 64% supported the proposal; 17% disagreed (17%) and 19% were
neutral.
2. That adequate shade is provided in rest areas and in play grounds.
Recent New Zealand research (across a range of TLA areas) found that most playgrounds
and outdoor recreation areas did not provide adequate shade over play equipment, seats
and tables, or other rest areas3,4. New Zealand has the highest melanoma rate in the world5.
Providing effective shade in playgrounds may not only reduce children’s risk of sunburn,
and skin cancer, but also may help to reduce heat stress, and increase play times 1.
The Cancer Society would like to recommend that the Council provides adequate shade in
the Oamaru Harbour area. We would like to offer our expertise with the selection of
appropriate shade as not all shade offers sufficient protection from UV radiation, and in
Otago it is important to make sure the shade provided is not too cold to help ensure children
play underneath it.
Looking ahead in 30 years what do you want the Oamaru Harbour area to look like and how
do you think the area should function?
The Cancer Society supports the Council’s vision to make the Oamaru Harbour area a place
that is family friendly and filled with history, stories, creativity and activity. We are also
supportive of the vision that the area prioritises cycling, walking and green spaces. These
aspects have all been found to make a city or town more liveable6.
3. That the Oamaru Harbour area promotes a healthy local food system, and
promotes food resilience.
Food systems are becoming increasingly important for local government to support due to
the impact food has on health as well as the economy. Obesity is the single biggest
preventable cause of cancer after tobacco7. Furthermore, climate change, and the growing
population also pose threats to a healthy local food system.
We would like to see the Harbour area8:
 Promoting local food businesses and food producers
 Encouraging community food access and food growing e.g. planting of fruit
trees in public green spaces
 Providing access to water and water fountains in public spaces which are
accessible to everyone (young children, adults, and people with disabilities)
This would help to foster community food resilience and may also benefit local tourism
and business in the Oamaru Harbour Area9. Christchurch City Council is a leader in this

space, and have created a community food hub10. Other examples of their work can be
found on their website: https://www.ccc.govt.nz/environment/edible-christchurch/.
4. We would like to see that the Oamaru Harbour area has no marketing of
unhealthy commodities (such as alcohol, and food and beverage products high
in salt, fat and sugar) on outdoor signs and council property.
This would help to support the Council’s vision to make the area family-friendly. Marketing
of unhealthy food and drink contributes to the increase in childhood obesity, and research
has found that New Zealand children, particularly those who struggle financially, have
higher exposure11. The impacts of unhealthy eating and obesity are expensive to society –
economically, socially, environmentally, culturally and personally12. Removal of such
advertising has also been found to improve city aesthetics, and allow for public expression13.
5. That local iwi have a voice in the area development
Māori have significantly higher rates of cancer than non-Māori, and they are 1.5 times more
likely to die as a result14. Environmental interventions make important contributions to the
public’s health, particularly as they reduce inequities in health15. Therefore, we would like to
recommend that Council consults local iwi regarding the harbour development and plans.
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Development of Oamaru Harbour—Significance of seabirds
30 November 2018
I have been monitoring seabirds at Otago since 1977.
Here my submission addresses only the importance of Oamaru Harbour for flying seabirds,
primarily shags and gulls, and complements submissions from Oamaru Blue Penguin Colony
and Australasian Seabird Group.
Oamaru Harbour has gradually become an increasingly important base for shags and gulls
since closure of Sumpter Wharf to the public in December 2004. Unfortunately, these species
tend to be regarded with distain—penguins are idolised but shags and gulls are vilified. This
prejudice masks the fact that Oamaru holds huge and unique concentrations of seabirds that
can be readily viewed close-up with minimal risk of disturbance.
Otago shag (threatened endemic species)
Otago shags first began to roost at Oamaru in the 1990s. Breeding began on Sumpter Wharf
in 2014 and this colony has now become the largest colony for the entire species. Here their
future seems secure providing Sumpter Wharf remains isolated from disturbance.
Red-billed gull (threatened native species)
To my knowledge red-billed gulls first nest at Oamaru Harbour in 2015. In contrast to
practically all other seabirds, nesting red-billed gulls can remain undisturbed by the close
proximity of people: as close as 1-2 metres if people are quiet and move slowly. Their ability
to nest here is currently compromised by ongoing earthworks on the breakwater.
White-fronted tern (threatened native species)
To my knowledge white-fronted terns have only nested once through recent decades at
Oamaru Harbour: about 314 nests in 2016 on the shingle-and-sand bank beside the
breakwater. This species does not use breeding locations consistently at Otago. Consequently,
this one-off breeding event is not surprising and could be repeated in the future. Whitefronted terns are particularly prone to disturbance where one event could cause colony
desertion.
Spotted shag (unthreatened endemic species)
The presence of several thousand spotted shags roosting overnight through the first half of the
year has become a feature on Sumpter Wharf since its public closure. Spotted shags disperse
away from their cliff-nesting locations at the end of their breeding season when for much of
the year Oamaru holds the largest concentration of spotted shags at Otago. Their nearest
breeding is at Boatman’s Harbour, with no nests between there and the 200 km northward to
Banks Peninsula.
Mitigation of threats
• Sumpter Wharf must remain closed to the public to protect nesting and roosting shags.
• No dogs near Oamaru Blue Penguin Colony and breakwater; dogs on leash elsewhere.
• Minimise noise, especially sudden loud noises (e.g., cannons; loud outboard engines).
• No wires above Oamaru Harbour: wires over water are a collision risk for flying shags.
• Fences and signs to avoid disturbance through the close proximity of people.
Enhancement
• Wooden ledges installed around Sumpter Wharf would create nest sites for spotted shags.

Nesting sites for shags, gulls and terns at Oamaru Harbour
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Graph of trends in nest numbers of Otago shags and red-billed gulls at Oamaru Harbour.
Otago shags first nested here on Sumpter Wharf in 2014. Their nest numbers have increased
rapidly through subsequent years. Now at 400+ nests, this is the largest colony of Otago
shags and accounts for at least 20% of the entire species.
Red-billed gulls first nested (at least in recent decades) at Oamaru Harbour in 2015,
coinciding with a cessation and/or large reduction in breeding at Waitaki River mouth. In
2015 and 2016 they nested on and around derelict buildings on Sanford wharf. These
buildings were demolished in 2017 and the gulls moved to nest on the breakwater. None have
(yet) nested here this year, most likely due to disturbance from ongoing earthworks.

OAMARU HARBOUR – OUR SPACE – PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE
Here are my thoughts regarding our beautiful harbour area, an asset to the Waitaki District and
NZ.
Having arrived in the Waitaki District almost 15 years ago, we saw the potential of the Victorian
Precinct and the harbour area.
It it amazing to see the changes over this time and it is now a great drawcard for the area.
The area is seen as a recreational area, attracting both residents and visitors, where they enjoy
the relaxing atmosphere and take in the heritage and wildlife.
As a business owner in Harbour Street, it is also a place of work.
It will wonderful to see more people enjoying the area, but I feel it should be a place of quiet
reflection, with enjoyment of the natural surroundings and development should be kept to a
minimum, let’s utilise the existing developed area/buildings.
Ideas to enhance area for the future:More walking and Cycling tracks (re-instate Graves Track and more walking on the wider Cape
area)
Develop more moorings for boats (a small mariner, perhaps).
De Geest Buildings could become accommodation – a 4 star hotel or residential apartments.
Better parking areas for camper vans and cars, so the magnificent buildings can be appreicated
without modern day vehicles parked outside. We need to get people out of their vehicles and
walk! Campers vans on Tyne Street, block trraffic sight lines when coming out of Wansbeck
Street.
Dogs not allowed around harbour area and Harbour Street due to the wild life (have noticed a
decrease in penguins in the street areas), so expand dog walking areas on the Cape. If dogs are
going to be allowed, perhaps some waste bins could be provided.
More Recycling Bins in Historic area – we are very behind the times compared to other local
authorities (Twizel & Queenstown as a couple of examples) and definetly Europe!
As Oamaru has the largest collection of Victorian Buildings in one area for NZ, it will only get
busier, so the traffic management plan has to look at good parking and pedestrain areas for the
future, we will never be as busy as Queenstown, but who’d want to be, and we don’t need similar
problems.
I have faith in the WDC and it’s staff to work out a great plan for the future.

Business owner and resident of Oamaru

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, 8 November 2018 2:02 PM
Consult
Harbour Masterplan

Dear team.
I am totally behind the idea of the development of the floating hotel & zip line
The harbour looks great so far & at one stage we counted the number of cars down right round the bay & there was
over 100.Oamaru has come a long way & we still need tourist in our town to boost our economy & that would be a
Sent from my Vodafone Smart
major help to all of our community .kind regards
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tuesday, 13 November 2018 2:53 PM
Consult
comment survey /From

Dear Sir/Madam
I was asked to send you the attached
for my part (age 50-64 female live in area )
I like the natural environment, the quiet, the penguins and place to walk the dogs, and have a cup of coffee
I would like to see changed 1. the jetty has a quite a few trip hazards, that could easily be fixed
2. a proper footpath on the right hand side of the road - leading to the jetty - and a clear message about dogs in
the playground as we thought they were not allowed but we often see dogs there.
3 I would like to see the buildings looking onto the harbour cleaned and a heritage style sign format that is
consistent across all businesses through the heritage area, and brought in to be mandatory after a date say 2 years
hence, so that the heritage feel of the place can be enhanced.
Also have some public flowers like they do in places like Boston - and even outside the station in Dunedin has public
flowers
4. personally I also do not like al the rusty things around the harbour as I think it looks daggy and unkempt.
5 I would like to see the markets expanded to include some food that is not from the area to attract a bigger crowd
of persons to the markets and cheery music, - go and look at FRIDAYS in Brisbane
6 Perhaps school groups come to sing on a rostered basis at the markets as a community service ...ask your local
school music teacher - with perhaps the option for them to be ‘busking’ and raise money for said school or arts
groups. Have a public busking competiton one week - there will be lots of backpackers with skills that will come
out of the woodwork. Have lots of photo opportunities for social media and local journalists. Allow some arts
students bring their enthusiasm - have a wall they can paint one weekend and give a trophy - it does not have to be
an expensive prize. In Alaska they have tours with the guide dressed in period costume telling interesting stories
about the the area - the local drama students practice this way
.
Have a speakers corner like in Hyde park on a Sunday so people can get up and give a speech - this is cheap - a box
and a sign and some seats in a prominent place - that can be used for buskers also.
You want the community to come to the markets on a Sunday regularly as a place of interest and community
changing each week.
Have derby one weekend - like they do at the West End of Brisbane - it will start small but it will grow - people love
to go and watch others and in that event kids ride past on dressed up bikes - it is all really cheap and cheerful but
brings people and life into the area.

Derby is a community celebration of life on wheels. It is a FREE community celebration of everything that is great in Kurilpa (West End, Highgate Hill,
South Brisbane,Hill End & WOMO) hosted by the West End Community Association as part of West End Festival's program of events!
We will commence with the KURILPA DERBY PARADE down Boundary Street (meeting under the Dornoch Tce Bridge and finishing where Boundary St
meets Jane St), followed by an afternoon of demos, novelty races, prizes, and music.
The Kurilpa Derby is focused on environmentally friendly wheeled transport. Internal combustion motors are generally out but electric motors are
generally in. PEOPLE PROPULSION gets pride of place! You can, of course, also walk the parade if wheels evade you.
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I do not like the idea of a floating hotel as I dont think it fits with the core image of the area and would be a much
higher impact on the environment from an environmental stewardship potential, but a more 'heritage hotel’ on
land would be OK.
You need to be more clear on your ‘ point of difference’ with other venues, - to my mind that is that is old world,
heritage, arts and crafts, scenic amenity, community, sustainablity - strive for excellence
Also I would like to see a fenced play area for small dog breeds only somewhere in the city of oamaru
Thanks for asking

2

Wednesday 31st October

Dear Mr Kircher,

We would like to suggest that Oamaru should have it’s very own luge just like Queenstown and Rotorua . But not a
Gondola. They would be able to drive up to the BMX track and could go through the paddock and we could dig out a
road to get up to the top of the hill and then they could ride down a track that we could make and make it have
safety barriers.

Firstly, we would love a luge in oamaru because it would be a great way to spend a sunny hot weekend or in the
holidays. It might make Oamaru even more exciting to visit since the luge would be faster and newer. Since Oamaru
needs more money to build the floating hotel on the very nice harbour in oamaru as it would be a good way to get
some money out of it .

Secondly, it could start at the top of the BMX Track and finish at the Bottom of the Hill.

1

Lastly, it can help to push people limits in a fun and safe way. A luge is a perfect idea for Oamaru as more people
will come and pay money for a ride and there will be two tracks one for young riders(4-8)and a track for (9-15) and it
could be a discount for locals Only 15 percent off but could be half price on special occasions (xmas,easter,etc,etc)
and could be merchandise on sale too. Which probably make a lot of money when tourists come they would buy
heaps of merchandise.

Yours Sincerly,
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Monday, 29 October 2018 4:38 PM
Consult
Harbour-Sumpter wharfe. Back fill under the wharfe , then create a barrier to the
west createing a inner harbour with modern berthage.
Follow up
Flagged

1

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tuesday, 30 October 2018 12:47 PM
Consult
Submission Regarding the Development of Oamaru Harbour

Dear Waitaki District Councillors,
On behalf of
staff and families I would like to submit the
following:
Harbour View Rest Home is a major stakeholder in the Oamaru Harbour area.
Staff and residents are opposed to suggestions currently being proposed by the Council.
In the Masterplan of 2011 it states that the harbour area will be an area “ for locals to
treasure”, that it is a “unique heritage area” and that all “affected users” will, be consulted
and that “accommodation will be complimentary to the existing buildings”.
We cannot see how a zipline and a floating hotel would be in any way in keeping with this
concept.
Residents at Harbour View have chosen to live in this peaceful environment in what will be their
final days. To have a zipline passing by the home would be disruptive to this quality of life and
remembering 18 of our residents are in a secured dementia unit, where peace and tranquillity
are of the utmost importance to their health and wellbeing. The associated noise and activity of
a zip line is not something that is in keeping with any of the Harbour environment.
Furthermore, but with less impact directly to the rest home the idea of a floating hotel does
not seem to be in keeping with the Council Master Plan of 2011.
This a small fragile environment and the growth of this area needs to be carefully managed by
you, so as not to spoil the whole concept that has been created.
We would also be interested to know if there has been any progress made with the McKeown
lease.
Yours Sincerely,
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Thursday, 1 November 2018 4:32 PM
Consult
My Views on the Harbour

Thank you for organising last night’s event at the Oamaru Opera House to discuss the future of Oamaru Harbour. I
would like to add my voice to those who have expressed their opposition to certain forms of development of the
harbour, especially (but not limited to) the proposed zipline and floating hotel. While I am not sure that I would be
opposed to other commercial undertakings being established along the harbourfront, I would like to submit that
they should be as unobtrusive as possible so as not to undermine the area’s aesthetics, not to mention its appeal for
a wide range of wildlife.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, 7 November 2018 8:52 AM
Consult
OPPOSITION to Zip-Line and Floating Hotel projects

To whom it may concern,
I wish to voice my opposition to both the Zip-line and Floating Hotel projects currently under consideration for the
Friendly Bay area, Oamaru.
I oppose these as, in my view, neither are in harmony with the unique atmosphere of this area. My preference is
the continued enhancement of its current features which are Victorian Heritage, maritime and wildlife aspects, and
family-friendly appeal.
Thank you for your consideration.
Yours faithfully,
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, 7 November 2018 6:19 PM
Consult
Oamaru Harbour

To whom it may concern,
I totally oppose 100%, both theZipline, and Floating accommodation proposals for the Oamaru harbour.
Floating accommodation.
I speak with experience, having lived 6 months in Oamaru harbour onboard my 13metre, 17 tonne steel ketch.
Whilst on my mooring, I have been rolled out of my berth onto the cabin sole, because of the size of the swells,
coming both through the entrance, and over the top of the breakwater A combination of both HW ( high water
springs) and king tides.
This vessel, which I built, has sailed the Pacific Islands, crossed the Pacific Ocean, around Cape Horn, crossed the Sth
Atlantic twice, and is currently about to enter the Caribbean.
In short, a seriously seaworthy vessel.
I believe a moored floating accommodation to be a complete liability.
I shudder to think of the potential insurance claims and premiums.
The Zipline.
Most people visit the harbour to view the serenity and pleasant views.
To have people screaming as they zoom from one side of the harbour to the other, is something I find totally
repugnant.
Thank you for considering my letter.

Sent from my iPad
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From:
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2018 11:34 AM
To: Service <service@waitaki.govt.nz>
Subject: 2011 Masterplan

I consider proposal to “revise” 2011 Masterplan very very concerning.
To quote page 13 : “ A key aspect for tourism in the harbour is the natural environment and history of the
harbour.”
A proposed zip-line and floating hotel are totally incompatible .
“Well informed sources” informed me these ridiculous proposals have been unceremoniously rejected by
other New Zealand Councils.
Local body elections occur next year....
Waitaki District Council must NOT pander to the vested interests of self-proclaimed developers who have
NO respect for our unique harbour .

1

26 November 2018

Oamaru Harbour Development Strategy
Waitaki District Council
Private Bag 50058
OAMARU 9444

Dear Sir/Madam
Harbour Masterplan Community Survey
On behalf of the
I am forwarding the Clubs response to the Community Survey
currently taking place on the Oamaru Harbour Masterplan and would ask that the Clubs input be included in the
Survey.
What do you like most about the Oamaru Harbour Area?
• A 19th Century Harbour which has a uniqueness to it
What would you most like to see changed at the Oamaru Harbour Area?
• A Floating Jetty off Holmes Wharf for local boats loading and unloading and enough room for four visiting
boats to tie up, which would bring revenue into the town. There are a lot of boats that would like to visit
but we have no facilities for them within the Harbour
• Maintain and increase the area of open water for all recreational water sports - Sailing, Rowing etc (the
number of boats currently moored in the Harbour has decreased this space)
• The Power Lines put underground (this would ensure the safety of all yacht owners and enhance the beauty
of the area)
• The Buildings on Holmes Wharf used for commercial purposes to add to the activities around the harbour
• A Car park be established west of the Harbour to encourage people to walk and enjoy what we have as they
would have in the 19th Century
• The road be shifted to go behind the NOY&PBC Clubrooms if this is not possible additional Speed bumps
be placed on the current road to slow traffic and the gravel Car park be sealed to ensure the safety of
Harbour users
• The whole Harbour be dredged and maintained
• The NOYPBC would support a Boat Builder establishing within the Harbour Area
What would you like the Oamaru Harbour Area to look and function in 30 years time?
• The Harbour area maintained and enhanced to preserve it’s uniqueness and importance to Oamaru’s
History without it being turned into an area for Accommodation only
• A Bird Sanctuary be established on the Cape taking in Graves Track, the Lighthouse and Gun
Emplacements which can be incorporated into the Penguin Colony operation
The Council has the opportunity to make it a special place. It might take time to get the right businesses involved
but development must be in keeping with the Harbours natural and historical environment.
The
is an important stakeholder in the Oamaru Harbour Area and
would like the Harbour Committee to include the Clubs Commodore to the Committee as this would ensure the
voice of Harbour Users Member on Harbour Committee
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I am sure that the Harbour Committee is well aware of the significant part that the North Otago Yacht & Power
Boat Club Inc plays within the Harbour and wider Community. The Club is made up of three sections (Yachting,
Powerboat and Underwater). Each Section provides different opportunities for all Members (350 approx) and the
wider Community to be involved. As an example the Yachting Section provides the youth of the District the
opportunity to learn to sail by providing the equipment and instructors and you are not required to be a Member of
the Club to participate. The Powerboat Section holds two annual Power Boat Races (The Twin Lakes and Off
Shore Races) which are able to be viewed by the whole Community at no cost. The Club is always prepared to
help other Community Groups at any time eg the Club provides a boat and helpers for the Annual Tri-athlon and
Bird Man Competitions. The Club’s Patrol Boat is available for use when needed in any Search and Rescue
operations in conjunction with the NZ Police. This has involved the Club outfitting the Patrol Boat at its own cost
to ensure it has the correct equipment required for a Search and Rescue. As you are well aware the Clubs
equipment has also been made available to the ORC Harbour Master and Waitaki District Council when required at
no charge. A key is given at no cost to Scotts Own Sea Scouts and Ministry of Fisheries to allow them the use of
the Club Ramp and facilities as part of the Clubs commitment to the Community.
The Clubs Boat Ramps are left open from late December until end of January each year (approx 5 weeks) to allow
any Member of the public to use them over this holiday period.
This is only a brief description of the importance of the North Otago Yacht & Powerboat Club and should you
require additional information or wish to discuss it further please do not hesitate to contact me.

Regards
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27 November 2018

Dear Sir/Madam,
Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the ideas for developing Oamaru Harbour. The
Australasian Seabird Group is comprised of professional and amateur bird researchers established in
1971, with the objectives to promote seabird research and conservation in Australasia. We pursue
these through a range of activities, including publication of a bulletin and other seabird material,
organisation of symposia of issues affecting seabirds, provision of expert opinion on the
management and conservation of seabird populations in Australasia, and the coordination of
projects including surveys of seabird islands and beach patrol projects. See
http://birdlife.org.au/locations/australasian-seabird-group for our projects and activities.
Oamaru has a unique nature and heritage proposition to offer the residents of the city and visitors,
and over recent years, the management of structures and sites has led to an area where nationally
and globally rare seabirds find refuge. For example, the closure of Sumpter Wharf to public access
for safety reasons has meant this area has become a safe-haven for roosting Otago shag, which are
extremely rare, but also have strong potential to drive ecotourism, if developments are handled
sensitively. Similarly, the gravel areas near the break water are relatively protected from disturbance
by walkers, dogs, and other threats to bird breeding and roosting activities, and support colonies of
nesting gulls and terns.
Table 1. Species of seabird present in Oamaru Harbour area and their threat status, are of occupancy
in 2018 and notes relating to the significance of the population. *New Zealand Birds Online,
http://nzbirdsonline.org.nz/
Species
Otago shag

Site occupied
Sumpter Wharf

Red-billed gull
White-fronted tern
Spotted shag
Little Penguin

Breakwater
Shingle inside breakwater
Boatman’s & Oamaru
Harbours
Harbour-wide

Pied shag
Little shag
Caspian tern

Sumpter Wharf
Sumpter Wharf
Shingle bank

Threat status*
Unknown but likely to
be Endangered
Declining
Declining
Not threatened
Declining
Recovering
Not threatened
Vulnerable

Notes
Significant breeding
population
Breeding locally
Breeding locally
Roost on Sumpter outside
of breeding season
Threatened outside of
protected colonies
Roost here only
Roost here only
Rare visitor

These breeding and roosting seabirds are a very rare phenomenon in an urban landscape, and
therefore a major asset to Waitaki District Council. In terms of wildlife viewing opportunities for
visitors, as well as for protection of rare species, globally threatened with extinction, the eastern
area of Oamaru harbour is exceptional.
It would show great foresight, if the Waitaki District Council would consider these natural assets of
the area in its development plans. The council should be commended in the way its handled the little
penguin colony in this area. This has provided a unique visitor opportunity as well as protection for a
nationally declining species. We would like to highlight that there are a broader suite of species
present at Oamaru than just the penguins, but the model followed with them provides a good
example of enhancing wildlife protection as well as visitor opportunities.
Currently the Harbour Development Plan has a strong focus on conservation of built environment,
with little regard to the natural environment. We recognise this plan was developed some years ago,
and may have been focussed around the council’s need to prioritise its spending on infrastructure.
However, we would like to suggest that you consider:








A much stronger focus for the whole of the Oamaru Harbour future development on the
assets of the region, which include many rare and endangered seabird populations.
Ensuring that future developments throughout the harbour area put a high priority on
wildlife protection, as well as attracting new visitors or visitor entertainment.
Highlighting in your signage and visitor activities the natural values and unique seabird
viewing opportunities around the region and eastern harbour.
Permanent restriction of access to Sumpter Wharf to ensure Otago Shags can continue to
roost undisturbed in this area.
Creating wildlife viewing areas or ‘hides’ to ensure visitors are aware of, and appreciate, the
wildlife without disturbing them.
Including wildlife and their habitats as an asset to be nurtured and valued as part of your
development plans
Restricting access by dogs/dog-walkers to the eastern areas of the harbour to avoid dog
attacks on nesting/roosting wildlife.

Thank you for considering out views. We would be happy to provide further advice or feedback into
your process, as appropriate. Our members include many individuals with strong experience in
working sensitively alongside wildlife populations.
Yours sincerely,

Dear WDC

My thoughts on the Oamaru Harbour Plan:
What I would like to see
I would like to see very little development occur. The Master Harbour Plan from 2011 states clearly
that all development should be in keeping with the natural, environmental and heritage values.
I would like to see a continued effort to “green” around the harbour by planting with native species
from the beginning of the Waterfront Road up to the Penguin Colony where there are gaps in
vegetation. It would be great to have a row of kowhai trees along beside the railway next to the
road. Kowhai trees are well known familiar flowering trees that attract many birds and insects. The
wildlife is already a good attraction for both locals and visitors. The enhancement of the area for
wildlife will also benefit humans through rest and recreation. Cape Wanbrow, especially the area
overlooking the harbour, could be cleaned up (boxthorn, gorse and broom to be eradicated) and
further plantings of native trees and shrubs can go ahead. I would like to see the WDC encourage
more people to use the walkways on the Cape (better signage and walkway brochures) and
eventually reopen the Graves Track and maybe continue the track all the way round the Cape to
meet the golf links and return to town safely alongside the road. Walking, while wildlife spotting, is a
good way for humans to exercise, replenish their emotions, spirituality and energy and costs very
little.
I would like to support the use of the harbour marine area for small boats, canoes, waka, dinghies
and even caruncles. Maybe having a weekend regatta for small watercraft could be another
attraction and could bring some income into the local economy.
As for the use of the current unused buildings, how about turning them into either a marine
museum or a Victorian themed museum or simply a museum of the Oamaru Harbour.
We could do with another café/ice cream parlour that stays open until at least 6pm in summer. I
often see visitors wandering around and looking for a bite to eat late afternoon. The Penguin’s Nest
(café) seems to have closed now.

What I do not want to see
I do not want any tacky developments like the floating motel and zipline. Tourism is an unreliable
source of income. When peak oil finally hits, air fares will soar and with New Zealand being a long
way from anywhere, will be one of the first countries to be hit by the tourism slump. Large

commercial companies are simply trying to sell their products and I have heard bad things about
small towns taking on such developments. Please let us learn from others’ mistakes and not go down
that road. Oamaru Harbour is a unique place, let us not spoil it. I grew up in England visiting many a
small fishing village in Cornwall, Devon and in France. Although we do not have the white-washed
walls, Oamaru Harbour is still unique. Let us protect it, not exploit it.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sunday, 4 November 2018 5:45 PM
Consult
RE: Apologies re submission : Proposed Zip Line and Floating Hotel

Kia ora – ‘Shackleton Pier’ should read Sumpter Wharf – my apoligies.

From:
Sent: Sunday, 4 November 2018 11:49 a.m.
To: 'consult@waitaki.govt.nz'
Subject: Proposed Zip Line and Floating Hotel

We were unable to be at the meeting on 31st due to personal commitments. We live at
be pretty much directly affected by the Zip line.

and so would

Our thoughts are pretty much along the lines of these two attractions will be a great asset to the township of
Oamaru , provided that everything is constructed in line with Oamaru’s ‘heritage’ – i.e. NOT STEAM Punk themed.
The attractions could bring much needed finances into Oamaru and business in the township. There needs to be a
‘levy’ to be put aside to repair the Shackleton Pier which is in danger of collapsing in the near future. The pier is a
UNIQUE structure and part of Oamaru’s heritage. It must be preserved. The Zip Line & Hotel can live side by side
with the pier and could , if managed with sensitivity really enhance Oamaru’s already beautiful little harbour.
We have travelled extensively and Oamaru is ‘special’ but it has to ‘move forward’ to live up to it’s Victorian heritage
status and be in the 21st Century. The status quo will only send Oamaru into a decline , as in the 1970s. If the
proposed 2 features can be managed sensitively and enhance Oamaru’s heritage then we fully support the
initiatives.
Questions :
(1) how will a floating hotel affect the Penguin Colony?
(2) what will be done to enhance the entrance [ presumably along Test Street?] to the Zip Line .The Reserve
opposite has fallen into a terrible sate of disrepair and beautiful native trees [ Kowhai] are dying because of
‘strangulation’ by bush. People come to Oamaru to ‘see the sea’ – let them see the sea on their way to the
Zip Line.
(3) What will be arranged for ‘Visitors / Tourists’ so that Oamaru’s heritage will be fully explained – we’re only
200+ years old which is not old in terms of global ancestry but there is huge history in Oamaru. Will this be
conveyed to Visitors, There are indeed some great plaques along the harbour walk which are great but
more………..
(4) Where will the staff for these enterprises come from? If Oamaru wants to attract top class visitors then
good accommodation , services and ‘eateries’ should be available. NZ is an expensive part of the world to
visit. It is really only quite wealthy people who can come here – so Oamaru must cater for them.
So , in conclusion we support the Zip Line & Hotel on the proviso that both are completed to complement the
existing heritage of Oamaru , that a levy is implemented to restore Shackleton Pier to its former stability recognising
that it is a unique World Heritage structure. Any buildings that are needed for the project Oamaru Limestone is used
for buildings and complement existing buildings in the Victorian Heritage Centre .
We wish you luck with this project which will allow Oamaru to move forward and thrive (not just survive) in the 22nd
Century! It’s a challenge for sure.
Regards
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sunday, 4 November 2018 9:34 AM
Consult
Oamaru Harbour Space

Zip line NO.
I think the Zip line should go somewhere eg Elephant Rocks or along way from peoples homes as there will be so
much screaming. (Do not need all that while walking along our lovely water front.) Do NOT want zip line on water
front.
Floating Hotel = NO.
Why not use the RSA Building for accommodation, plenty of parking area and close to town for people walking. And
making use of an unused building that has so much spent on on it already.

And if going to build anything or revamp sheds on water front. Make the fronts out of Oamaru stone and looking
Victorian on outside in keeping with the wonderful buildings we already have.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Saturday, 10 November 2018 8:25 AM
Consult
Short memories Let us remember oamaru almost died , it is now

Breathing. Oamaru is destined to stand tall beside every successful
Province in NZ
Let every Dream , or Vision to this goel be taken seriously
NB.
Six years ago we took our business to Christchurch to help
Rebuild from ashes
We now run a Tourist business in Oamaru
Let's build Oamaru North Otago WaitakI, Great Again

Cheers to a Future Without Limits
Sent from Samsung tablet.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tuesday, 6 November 2018 9:58 AM
Consult
Harbour Area submission

Dear Consult Team,
My feedback in relation to this process is;
Define Purpose
What is the purspos eof the harobur and historic area ??
Is it retail, toursim, commericaql hub, CBD, family orientated, historic place
What is it’s central purpose ??
This requires a simple definition – eg Central vibrant attraction and destination for the wider community
Once clarified the Strategic Objectives and decisions to achive this can be made to achive the purpose.
However without a clear purspoe that we don’t have now, we have all these opportunities that are
potentially only distractions as we don’t know what purpose the area serves
Centralisation
Redirect traffic to the area as a central destination, suggest re-routing north bound traffic at the SH1
Junction to Wansbeck Street.
Convert Severn Street to a heavy traffic by-pass route
Same applies to Boar War Memorail intersection on Thames Street for south bound traffic, divert to Town
Centre and signpost Severn Street as Heavy Traffic by-pass
Establish a new “Centre of Town” as Wansbeck and Tyne Streeet intersection
Relocate Intercity Bus stop to outside i-Site – this is our largest visitor window and currently passers-by
only view Oamaru as a tea rooms
This would increase visibility and vibrancy
Install a anchor commerical tenant to level 2 and 3 of Loan and Merc building
Oamaru Civic Trust
Define this organisation’s purpose
They are not “landlords only” as they are judging which tenanats are suitbale for the area
They need a clear purpose and strategy to ensure a sustainable area
Install a Trust Charter that trustees have limited terms, trustees sitting for a 20 year term is not good
practice
I would be happy to provide a facilitation service for a strategic session if required.

Good luck with this process, I’m sure everyone in the community is having their say, as we are all
stakeholders.

Kind regards,

Managing Director
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Submission to Oamaru harbour and precinct.:
Please use the 2011 plan as a platform.
You might consider adding:
Publicly/Tourist funded extensions.
*A funicular to the Oamaru lookout.
Why? It fits with the Victorian theme and every age group can use it. (unlike a
zip line)
*It could become a destination
-small rail station at the bottom to connect it to the rail enthusiasts' project
(where the limestone penguin stands)-icecream/coffee van at the lookout.
-at the top a walk/bike /e'bike track to a very Victorian idea of a planetarium
and observatory on Cape Wanbrow. Then on to the gun emplacement area
through a delightful native forest.
*A consideration might be: an extension of the Botanic gardens encircling the
Scotts/ farmers' market area. Cleverly arranged car parking and trees could
mitigate the Scotts industrial building and the Petrol site.
This would mitigate the increasing concern of noise polution in the area. Also it
could have a walks/bike/ebike link through the Takaro park to link it to the
botanic gardens around the Oamaru creek.
*Another concept might also include a Victorian/Edwardian inspired
Cinema/outdoor screening area based on the beginnings of the moving image
industry.
These concepts tie in Victorian educational obsessions with 'improvements' to
working class lives and by extension may offer scope for those enamoured with
Steam punk.
These ideas may take years to achieve, but they offer a continuation of
Victoriana and avoid behind closed doors piecemeal private/public one offs.
The 'floating hotel' would interfere with Rowing Club activities.
Cheers

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Monday, 29 October 2018 10:01 PM
Consult
Harbour plan

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Hello, please dont spoil our beautiful harbour and Cape. Ask the visitors what they would like as well. They are
enjoying us just as we are without the thrills. Simply that. People woohoooing on a zipline would be a distraction
and noise pollution. If you need a zipline place it on the other side, AJ Hacket Bungy isnt right in Queenstown, yet
people still flock there. Put a zipline up near Elephant rocks or on the other side of the Cape..not landing in the
playground. Develop the buildings that are already in place if you need too. We have so many people commenting
on how we have not spoilt our heritage area like they have overseas and in NZ. They love us just as we
are. Encourage more arts people, creatives, innovative food and drinks, local produce, home grown lavenders and
natural products, music, The slow food movement has taken off,,,,,,lets keep Oamaru "slow" steady and
honest. Be true to ourselves. Regards
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Waitaki District Council
service@waitaki.govt.nz
Submission to the Waitaki District Council for the formation of a new Master Plan for the
Oamaru Harbour and surroundings.
The
for consideration to be included in the Master Plan;

. wish to submit the following

That the historic Graves Track be reinstated and possibly be completed to Bushy Beach
and that this track be maintained by the local community.
It is understood that currently this track falls in the jurisdiction of the Department of
Conservation, but during the last 30 years they have failed to maintain the track and it
has been closed more years than open. During this time there has been significant input
from volunteers to re-establish the track after damage occurred due to weather events
and we believe that there is enough interest in the community to mobilise yet another
voluntary effort to repair the sections of the track that need repair. In order to facilitate
this process it would be essential for the WDC to take control of the track away from
DoC. There is a precedent for this within the District at Moeraki where DoC has handed
over control of the historic site at Katiki Point to Te Runanga o Moeraki.
We believe that Graves Track is an essential part of the Oamaru Harbour and would
provide locals and visitors with a valuable experience which adds to the story of the
natural history of this landmark.
We also want to submit that the development of privately owned business ventures
should not impact negatively on any public amenities, any public access available
currently or any native wildlife that currently inhabit the harbour and its surrounds.
Yours sincerely

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tuesday, 20 November 2018 5:50 PM
Consult
Harbour submission

Dear Councillors,
As a general rule, I believe the harbour should not be developed. There are two exceptions: A hotel and restaurant
could replace McKeown's depot, and the CRT woolsheds could possibly be redeveloped.
I moved to Oamaru in
, charmed by its character and spirit. I enjoyed adventuring through its extensive parks
(then fully forested), poking my nose into the artistic and somewhat derelict buildings in the Precinct, walking the
perimeter of the beautiful and serene harbour, exploring the Graves Track, and enjoying a cup of tea at the already
numerous cafes. I also enjoyed the lack of traffic, slower pace of life, beautiful night skies, and the support for small
and quirky shopowners, craftsmen, and community groups.
Back then, people seemed to have enough money to live well, and enough free time to be extremely creative. One
day, we stumbled upon Alf's Imperial Army defending the Queen's honour from the McGillicuddy Martians. That's
when we knew we would love living here.
Some towns are big, and have big town problems. Other towns are small and dwarfish, lacking the essential critical
mass of people to support the right balance of services. Very few are in that "sweet spot" of being small but
perfectly formed. Oamaru is one of them.
Shortly after moving here, I hosted two Aucklanders for a week. They were so impressed with the town that one of
them investigated relocating his family to Oamaru, to escape the big city and all its problems.
Sure, I sometimes saw things that upset me, like high school kids littering at the harbour. Whenever this happened,
I would call them out, and demand they pick up after themselves. "Have some pride in the beauty of your town," I
would say, "I understand that it's hard now to appreciate this place, but once you grow up and live somewhere else,
you will understand what a gem this town is. You may even choose to live here. Wouldn't you want it to look just as
nice for your kids?" They would usually mutter something positive and apologetic, and pick up their rubbish. These
were good kids, but bored.
Nowhere is safe from "progress." Within a year, there were traffic lights on Thames Street, which seemed to make
traffic worse. "Safety," they said. Within two years, I noticed more streetlights installed, and the bright night skies
became milky and dull. "We're growing," they said. Then came the announcements of the industrial park and the
retirement village. The culture of "Let's get growing" was really ramping up. The tea house at the harbour suddenly
happened, seemingly without any public discussion. The steampunk playground and the kiddie driving course were
built to attract young children. Subdivisions and new construction became ubiquitous.
Oamaru is growing disturbingly quickly. Our character is changing, and there is a sense of tension. Rents and
property values have gone up. I know many people who are more stressed about money now, and no one has time
for frivolity.
I had a discussion with Mayor Kircher about this. Gary said he and Michael Ross had a goal to attract 60-80 new
businesses per year. In my opinion, that's far too many. We would lose businesses because of too much
competition, and not enough patronage. Shoot for eight new businesses per year, and see how it goes.
I recognize that growth is inevitable, and investments must be made to safeguard the town from stagnation and the
occasional employment disaster, such as the woolspinners' closure in 2011. However, unrestricted growth is
dangerous. Oamaru has had plenty of boom-bust cycles before, and this is no different. The temptation is to ride
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the wave of "Sharpest Town" awards and Lonely Planet writeups, and to build more hotels to handle the influx of
tourists. I am begging you, don't go there.
Tourism is fickle, and is not a reliable industry from season to season. Also, compromising the integrity of the town
to accommodate tourism makes the visit a lesser experience for everyone. I believe this is why "Whitestone City" is
struggling: it is a theme park in the middle of the reality. It's diverting on a rainy day, but it could not feel any less
authentic. The tourists did not come here for that; they came to walk the streets that have been unchanged for 100
years, to poke around the strange and wonderful shops and galleries, to be immersed in the charming wee town
that still clings to its authentic Victorian heritage. This is what we have built for ourselves, and the tourists are free
to enjoy it also. That's authentic Oamaru.
What drew my family here, and what will continue to draw others here, is the sense of community. The harbour has
been a magnet for that community, providing an open space where anything can happen. Ten years ago, there was
an extemporaneous and elaborate piece of Martian warfare with water balloons and flour bombs; followed by a
homegrown festival of handmade coracles, with cheerleaders on the beach dressed in tutus and silly hats, waving
stalks of toi-toi in perfect choreographed unison. These are the types of experiences that make memories and
earned Oamaru's reputation, and they didn't come from Tourism Waitaki. They come from having creative townfolk
who feel free to do whatever they want to.
It's been a long time since I've seen something like that happen without corporate sponsorship. The Port-FM
Birdman Jump. The Network Waitaki Victorian Fete. The Rainbow Confectionary Rainbow Run. The Whitestone
Contracting Opera House. When did this happen? This town used to make its own fun. Our activities used to be
grassroots and independent.
The Steampunk playground has drawn famillies to Friendly Bay, which is good. But the beach is now overshadowed
by The Galley, which makes it feel claustrophobic and unwelcoming. If there had been toilets and ablution facilities
installed for public use, that would have signaled that the construction was intended as a shared public asset. If the
outdoor dining had been designed to face the beach, with steps and access to beach level, that would have
integrated the building with its environment. Instead, would-be beachgoers must lurk past the massive dark
shadow of The Galley to reach the beach. It's not pleasant to look at. Locals don't eat there, to my knowledge.
The harbour should be preserved and beautified, not developed. The more this area is developed, the less space is
left for creative expression. And keep the rents in the Precinct below market rate. The higher the rents become, the
harder to achieve the critical mass of creatively expressive people who will maintain that quirkiness that makes
Oamaru special. I would rather subsidize the maintenance of the Precinct through my rates, and keep the quality of
tenants and diversity of characters that make it unique.
Some nearby redevelopment has been brilliant. Scott's Brewery is a perfect way to reuse an old building and pump
new life into the harbour area, (but it's still ugly.) The NZ Whiskey Company's reclamation of the Northern Hotel as
a distillery and cellar door comes as fantastic news, and something to be truly excited about. A vital nightlife is a
valuable thing for a small town, and other businesses in the Precinct will benefit from this redevelopment.
Redevelopment can be good, if it is done respectfully, but it can be easily botched. The incorporation of the old
Oamaru Mail building facade into the new BNZ bank was a nice surprise. Although they painted the stone, it blends
with its neighbouring properties. (I can't say that for the LJ Hooker building, nor for the new "Poshtel" at the corner
of Eden Street. Surely there ought to be an aesthetic code of conformity for buildings in the CBD. No one wants to
see a Forrester and Lemmon building so defaced. These buildings are precious assets, and painting them must be
controlled.)
Please be wary of all new construction in the public area. Any new construction, especially tourist hotels, between
Scott's Brewery and King George Park will raise rancor in the town. As Oamaruvians, we love our views, and our
open spaces. (And tourists love these things too!)
To avoid raising hackles, new construction can be done in pockets that are insensitive to public view. The "bridge to
nowhere" would be a great site for targeted development.
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In my opinion, the best way to perform new construction while gaining applause from the entire town, is to replace
an existing eyesore with something nicer. I sincerely hope that McKeown's depot will relocate in my lifetime. If any
business in sited in the wrong spot, it is McKeown's. I think most people in town would agree that building a hotel
and restaurant on the McKeown site would be an improvement. Another example of a poorly-sited business is the
Firth cement depot on Wansbeck Street. Gillies is another example, although not as glaringly obvious.
Restoring the promenade lighting was a good idea, but ahead of its time in 2008. When the McKeown site is
gentrified, then Marine Parade will be an entirely different place.
A possible redevelopment of the CRT woolsheds at the harbour would be welcome, although any construction there
would need to be sensitive to the penguins and the shags. (And the environmentalists.)

Here's an idea for the 30-year plan. It encourages new business development, recreation opportunities, youth
engagement, and a way to build new construction along the waterfront without causing distress. Read on.
Teenagers in Oamaru are good kids, but they're bored. Even with a driver's license, they are not allowed to drive
with their friends in the car. Our culture no longer promotes the idea of youths meeting and recreating
together. It's easier to stay inside and play on their phones, which leads to isolation and depression. Oamaru has
problems with youth drinking and drugs.
Oamaru has all the pieces for a healthy youth culture, but the pieces are fragmented around town. The Galleon is
on the right track, but its location is very isolated. Mini golf is also poorly located (plus, it feels cramped and the
blatant corporate sponsorship is very off-putting, no pun intended.) There was a BMX track, but it was too hard to
get to. The recreation center is old and tired, and convenient only to WGHS. These are all far from the movie
theater, skate park, and fast food. In a culture that prohibits teens from driving together, these activities should be
in close proximity, where they can promote each other and attract patronage.
I would favour the development of a recreation plaza targeting our younger population. A magnet destination, such
as a relocated movie theater, would be the anchor. This could be supported by a pool hall, some inexpensive food
options, an arcade, and a boardwalk that overlooks the ocean. Maybe a slightly upscale restaurant could add to the
mix, but it should still be appealing to youth -- something along the lines of the "Hard Rock Cafe". Include space
nearby for the Youthtown office; a community room available for classes and activities; and a "drop-in centre" with
games, couches, and a couple of youth counsellors. A youth-oriented effort like this could probably get
development assistance and operational funding from central government.
The area north of the "bridge to nowhere" has potential for this type of destination. It is under-utilized land, with
ocean frontage, great views, non-residential, adjacent to the Victorian Precinct but hidden from it, linked to the
harbour via the waterfront, and close to Lower Thames Street through the Forrester Gallery redevelopment. Access
could be created across from Placemakers, and/or from the Coquet Street level crossing.
This would reclaim our waterfront north of Oamaru Creek as an asset for the town to enjoy. Expansion northward
would be possible, as time and demand allowed. For example, a new recreation centre could be located there, with
art rooms, electronics and robotics workshops (perhaps through a partnership with Ara), a climbing wall, shooting
range, new skate park, laser-tag/paintball venue, etc.
The only downside is that it would require protection from the sea. (Groynes would be a good option.)
Harbourside Station, behind the i-Site, could become a hub for public transit, with hourly shuttle service to South
Hill, Observatory Village, and the North End. (Alternatively, this hub could be located behind the Forrester Gallery
and Steam Cafe, with a pedestrian pass-through to Thames Street.)
In summary, I would like to see a plan for development in the areas that are least loved. Deal wisely with the
previous development at the harbour, fixing the ugly bits and beautifying where possible. Above all, respect the
serenity, and preserve the authenticity of the harbour, which is the heart of the town.
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From:
Sent: Thursday, 29 November 2018 10:36 PM
To: Consult <consult@waitaki.govt.nz>
Subject: Harbourside development

I would like the following thoughts to be included in your consideration of the Oamaru
Harbour development:
1. The Harbour is beautiful; it is peaceful; it is an unusual oasis in a busy
world. Recently two former WGHS students from South Korea returned to visit
me. They showed me only one photo from their two nights in Oamaru, a photo of the
harbour taken from above. They loved that view - a peacefulness and natural beauty
that they cannot easily find in Asia, and were horrified about plans for the
zipline. We should build on the area's natural picturesque charm, not man-made
entertainments like the zipline, so readily found in more commercial parts of the
world.
2. Climate change is bringing fiercer storms and higher sea levels. The latest IPCC
report made it clear that there would have to be major and immediate social and
economic changes to keep global warming below 1.5oC (ref below). It is thus so
short-sighted to invest money, expensive infrastructure and energy into an area
which is threatened by both these problems.
3. If the world is to avoid catastrophic warming, we are going to have to change our
habits and our systems. The sort of quantity tourism we see at the moment will be
dead in the water long before your surveyed 30 years is up. Better to invest in a
variety of services to provide basic needs in order to foster resilience than relying too
heavily on tourism.
IPCC Global Warming Special Report 2018 | What does it actually mean? October
8, 2018 <https://bit.ly/2TWCCou>

29 November 2018

-----Original Message----From:
Sent: Monday, 19 November 2018 4:14 PM
To: Consult <consult@waitaki.govt.nz>
Subject: harbour survey
Submission on harbour proposals.2018
Attached is also my on line survey.
The harbour is unspeakably beautiful at dawn and dusk, frequently reflecting
gorgeous colours of sunrise and sunset in mirror calm waters. At these times the calls of penguins,
shags, (a rare stewart island mainland colony)gulls, terns and other birds are distinct and uncluttered
with the noise of commerce. The fishing boats, many rather old, look magnificent and I am often a
photographic subject for early rising tourists. I can see the harbour becoming as popular as the
Wanaka tree for photography!
Winds and swell on the harbour are diverse and variable often making rowing inadvisable. This is
why it is SO IMPORTANT not to clutter the harbour with anymore floating objects especially such as
the proposed floating hotel, smack bang in the middle of the southerly leg of the harbour. When the
winds are from the south or southwest or east this is the most protected leg and often the only
place to train.
Despite being the laughing stock of other rowing clubs on account of our pocket handkerchief
stretch of water. ( It takes a full circuit corner to corner to cover 1000kilommetres, the length of a
masters race and only half the length of the ordinary rowing course,) the ORC has managed to win
both commonwealth and olympic gold in its 129 years of existence.
Although rowing is sometimes thought of as an elite sport the ORC by housing boats and coaching all
three secondary schools, gives young Oamaru athletes the chance to row, aim high and achieve. The
coaching is without microphone from Holmes' wharf because it is so quiet.
In larger cities it is the private schools with plenty of resources that have their own school boatsheds
and coaches. The harbour serves as a valuable community resource and there is nowhere else as
convenient for training every day before school so that when the long trek to Twizel is made we can
see our young rowers succeed. Oamaru has always had a problem with things to do for youth with
no tertiary institutions, lets not compromise one of the few opportunities Oamaru can provide its
young people by inappropriate commercial development.
I approve of the present development strategy for the harbour . So far it has resulted in an increase
in little blue penguins, a new "drop in"
colony of rare shags, much improved recreational facilities for children with the playgound, accent
on history, in old buildings and murals of the past significant events in the harbour and at least two
exciting eateries and an enjoyable camping and backpackers facility. The historic precinct is within an
easy walk of the harbour. Maybe the water quality could be improved but I feel it is unique in being
a wild life reserve in a functioning commercial fishing harbour so far unspoilt by too many vehicles
and visitors. We have the space lets spread out to the area north of the harbour with its spectacular
rough water and empty coastline. Hokitika is a great example where this has been done. How many
Oamaruvians have even been behind the railway lines and seen that wild coastline??!

From: Ray Henderson [mailto:ElSupremo666_18@hotmail.com]
Sent: Friday, 30 November 2018 11:49 AM
To: Consult <consult@waitaki.govt.nz>
Subject: our Oamaru Harbour

Date : 30 November 2018
To : Waitaki District Council
From : Ray Henderson
eMail : elsupremo666_18@hotmail.com
Phone : 0272111210 / 4340910
Age group Over 65
Gender Male
Permanently live in Oamaru
Firstly, addressing your Questions :
Q1: “What do I like the most about the Harbour Area?”
. It’s primarily peaceful, relaxing.
. The natural scenery and wildlife.
. Walking, exercising, exploring, finding hidden ‘gems’.
. Great photographic opportunities.
Q2: “What would I most like to see changed at the Oamaru Harbour Area?”
. Less vehicles, more emphasis on pedestrian access.
. Comprehensive and accurate storytelling of the area’s History.
. Highlighting more Maritime activities.
. Greening of Public spaces for Community use.
When considering what should (and shouldn’t) be done with the Oamaru Harbour
Area
(including the wider environs) I considered the following :
What is currently there and working? Is it OK? Should it Remain or Go?
What is currently there and needs fixing? Is it OK? Should it Remain or Go?
What do I want? and Who does it serve in the Community/Public?
What does the average Resident/Visitor/Tourist want and/or need?
So here’s some quick Yes & No's ..
Yes for The Farmers’ Market
Yes for the Gypsy Fair & Extravaganza space
No to the sand 'sausages' – please remove them forthwith :/
No to a Roundabout at the Wansbeck/Tyne intersection
Yes for the Sumpter Wharf preservation (true restoration is not feasible)
No to a viewing Grandstand (plenty of places along Harbour edge for viewing)
Yes for The Red Sheds & Artisans
Yes for the continuance of The Blue Penguin Colony as a commercial venture
No to any Residential development of ‘Forrester Heights’

No to the Boatel/Floatel
Yes for Scott’s Brewery
No to a Zipline at the proposed Site – somewhere else please
Yes for scheduled Harbour Dredging
Yes to encouraging Eateries, roving Coffee vans, stall type food carts but ..
No to a Starbucks, or McDonalds, and their ilk anywhere within this area
Yes to the Bike Park activities/education
No to large carparks, encourage parking further away and walking
Yes to Steam & Rail and potential extensions
Yes to the use of Community space for Oamaru Stone Carving symposium,
and special events (Ultra Run finish, sundry Parade endpoints, ..)
I would NOT like the ‘carpark’ by the Quarry formalised. I encourage the
establishment of sizeable parking areas further away, encourage walking, set up a
Shuttle (for OBPC) if necessary, maybe use Steam & Rail transport.
. Portside Restaurant could consider Courtesy transport.
. Develop the Quarry ‘park’ into a Picnic area,
with the relocated (and storyboarded) Steam Crane, nearby.
. Investigate more lighting options of the Quarry face, Themed on special occasions
(but don’t forget about the Dark Sky limits)
We need a Maritime Museum, and a Harbour area site would be very appropriate,
. Tell our Antarctic story, the Rocket Brigade, the Frozen meat industry, our time as a
working Port, ..
. Could be built on the ‘On Hold’ accommodation site, or a development for the
Woolstores?
Access is very important
All Harbour areas should be available (within safety guidelines regarding Industrial
aspects)
. including the Breakwater, maybe webcams (coin operated, or pay-as-you-go app) to show
conditions & views from the end
. ‘Sandy’/Little ?? Beach in front of Portside (It’s NOT Portside Beach) :/
- this could do with a spruce-up, resanding, make it a Destination
Make more of our Antarctic connections :
The Huts, the Harbour Master's cottage, Sumpter’s Wharf, the Arun St tree,
Sheltered viewing areas would be nice. A coastal town experiences Coastal weather.
Maybe around the Harbour esplanade, up at Lookout Point.
Consider repurposing the bowlers’ stands from the former RSA.
Use of the Forrester Heights land –
. a large “Oamaru” sign (think Altavady), could be in Oamaru stone & subtly lit
. great site for a hedge maze
. maybe a small Luge track to satisfy the appetite of our adventure-seeking
Tourists/Residents

MUST reopen Grave’s Track (in conjunction with DOC, or go it alone)
. to give access to the Pillow lava formations, a geological marvel
. to give access to Second Beach (Boatman’s Harbour ?? ) but doesn’t need to go as far as
Bushy Beach
. linking up with Cape Wanbrow walking tracks
. for Safety, a low stone wall needs to be constructed at land edge from start of Breakwater
to start of Grave’s Track.
This is to provide security from the sea lions (for people AND penguins)
Make more of our Military history. A lot of built heritage still exists up there.
Liaise with the Coastal defence group.
. out-of-the box option – I could imagine one site, a concrete ‘tub’ overlooking the
Pacific, as a tepid salt-water baths.
Solar panels discretely placed on the hillside could pump up and heat sea-water.
Here’s a thought, how about some peepholes in that imposing fence surrounding the
Oamaru Creek penguin sanctuary. Just a couple of Perspex-covered (Not glass for
vandalism reasons :/ ) viewing holes to encourage the visitor interest.
With a reflective surface to prevent flash-photography.
A free/subsidised Bus circuit looping from iSite to Waterfront to South Hill, Hospital,
North End. Maybe 2 hourly, sponsored partly by Businesses at pick-up/drop-off
points.
Eligible for ORC transport grant. More details required? Just ask me.
I would like to see the Town Square concept proceed. I have already drawn up plans
detailing traffic flow alterations for the area from the WDC building to the iSite. Feel
free to ask.
Out-of-the-box : a ring-road set up for Thames St between Coquet and Ribble. Could
turn this section of CBD into a (covered) Mall. Establish parking areas on Humber St.
These would link to the Cycle/Walkway along the foreshore to the Suspension
Bridge. Encourage walking.
Some quick ideas :
. Paddle bike hire in the Harbour – based at Sandy Beach
. for the adrenalin junkie – a diving tower – probably off Holmes Wharf where the
Birdman competition occurs – safety considerations regarding water depth
. an anchored pontoon platform for ‘kids’ off Friendly Bay beach
– maybe a double setup with a log-roll linking them (oh what fun) :)
. retractable bollards at the entrance to The Esplanade to remove traffic on special
event days - the Harbour fun Day, Harbour activities in Heritage week, the Harbour
Display Day, ..
. public soapbox set up on North-West corner of Friendly Bay playground – recruit
The Wizard and let’s have a Hyde Park Corner
. Webcams at strategic locations (end of the Breakwater already mentioned). These
could operate on a fixed rotation basis, and/or could be User-controlled (payable
thru’ Online registration).
Let’s show ourselves to the World.

. Use GPS/WiFi to link to 'infoSites' at significant locations
– this would be part of the GeoPark installation.
. Need to set up the Urban Park next to Scott’s Brewery. Greened areas for Farmers’
Market stalls, rest/recreation space,
and at far end (near the new road) a Tourist Bus Park, not for Campervans
. The new Footbridge could do with some tidying up of the approach on the Harbour
side.
Improve access for disabled and cyclists from the current walkway.
. Install Camera Obscura at strategic places – top of Steampunk HQ, or maybe
Grainstore Gallery, Customs house gallery, even in a building on Lookout point, for
sheltered viewing on windy days :) Need details of what this is about? Just ask.
. Consider the effects of any/all Developments on the Dark Sky aspect – rethink the
use of the current LED lights
MUST revitalise the Freezer buildings.
Could it have a commercial tenant? Unfortunately, NZ Whisky has found their place.
OR
It could have Storyboards and interactive displays similar to Totara Estate
(emphasise the link between the two). These could be pay-by-app.
OR
Should it be preserved/made safe and left as history-in-situ like Cargill’s Castle
Extending the Alps-to-Ocean
. Southern Cycle Track – from Harbour/Itchen St/Wharfe St/Beach
Rd/Kakanui/Waianakarua
. Northern Cycle Track – over Suspension footbridge/then Humber St currently/onto
Cycle Track & beyond.
Eventually Humber St could be superseded by using the Rail corridor, forming a walk
and cycle track along the cliff tops of the Foreshore
. out-of-the-box – current cycle A2O from Gardens THEN under Severn St bridge /
through Takaro Park / Bank’s Park / under Thames St bridge / and through the
Harbourside Gardens to Harbour.
This would require work on the Severn St underpass to keep the West side dry and a
small track on the Creek bank.
There is meant to be a pedestrian underpass as depicted on the sign in Takaro Park.
It’s one of my pet projects.
The Harbour Display Day – a new concept – to be held 3 times over Summer
. Special (occasional) Summer event to showcase water-based products
– maybe 1st weekend in December, mid-January, end of February.
Either Sunday (Farmers’ Market day) but if not incompatible then on Saturday.
. Income : there would be payable Stalls through WDC Registration.
Product display / selling / demos :
- kayaks / canoes / inflatable rafts / and including ‘adventure’ items such as
water-jet packs (demonstration), jetskis ONLY as a controlled operation on these
‘Open’ days
Q for WDC. What ‘controls’ are there over operation of various water-vehicles in the
harbour?

Another out-of-the-box
Damming of the Oamaru Creek, creating ponding ‘lakes’ for
rowing/canoeing/kayaking.
. Site 1 – at the Mouth = creates a spillway for flood control, backed up to Meek’s
waterfall.
Could not coexist with new A2O option as above.
. Site 2 – upstream from Severn St bridge backed up thru’ Gardens = a holding ‘tank’
for Flood mitigation.
This damming mechanism would allow the release of water prior to approaching
storms so that ‘unexpected’ overflow doesn’t occur. Will ensure robustness of the
riparian system as it would not be inundated only occasionally which causes much
vegetation destruction.
And finally your Q3:
“Looking ahead, in 30 years what do I want the Oamaru Harbour Area to look like
and how do I think it should function?”
Well firstly, I’d love to be still around to see it. :)
And secondly, I’d hope it would continue to be an unfinished ‘project’. It should be then, as
it is now, a living, developing space that adapts to the needs of the Users of the time.
And who knows what Technology will be available ??
There’d be QR-codes on all storyboards, linking to appropriate websites,
GPS would also initiate access to Internet info,
Pay-as-you-go apps could generate holographic guides, appropriately attired for the
History of the place being explained,
Many sites would have augmented-Reality images/videos to add to the Visitor
experience.
Obviously the entire area would be a WiFi hotspot, or whatever is the milieu of the
time.
BUT the area would not be ablaze with flashing ‘this’, and illuminated ‘that’ as that
would transgress the accreditation of the Dark Sky area.
Overall, the opportunity to ‘chill’ and commune with Nature would still be a priority.
The Industrial elements and ‘soft’ Commercial operations would continue to coexist
in a truly valuable asset.
This Submission covers a much larger area, extending beyond the immediate
Harbour and references many long-term ideas and out-of-the-box thoughts.
I hope some/many find favour - if not now, then in a more forward-thinking future.
Cheers,
Ray Henderson

Submission provided on behalf of the North Otago Early Settlers Assn (Inc) NOESA.
Established February 1939 – Celebrating our 80th Jubilee in 2019.
NOESA is a ‘‘not for profit’ incorporated local organisation encouraging, supporting &
recording stories about migrants settling in North Otago, Oamaru & Waitaki District from the
1840s.
A recent meeting of NOESA endorses the submission from the Friends of Oamaru Harbour
including its environs of Cape Wanbrow, Historic Oamaru Precinct & surrounding South Hill
area.
Responding to specific questions
1. What do you like the most about the Oamaru Harbour Area?
Historic Victorian/Edwardian character (of particular significance to NOESA with earliest
settlers mostly arriving in NZ & North Otago by sea).
Wild-life Nature links tied to outstanding geological significance
Recognition of mix of Active & Tranquil character for individuals, families, special interest
groups.
Seasonal calmness interspersed with dramatics of sea & climate/weather changes
Happy links between various users of harbour:
Yacht & Power Boat Rowing Fishing Recreation & Training
Friendly Bay Playground - Walking - Cycling – Open healthy green safe spaces
Steam & Rail – Blue Penguin Colony – Scott of the Antarctic Links
Easy access for all ages between Commercial & Residential character of Oamaru
Photographic - Arts – Culture & Heritage mix with existing ‘Local users & Tourist spaces’
2. What would you most like to see changed at the Oamaru Harbour Area
NOESA view is that LESS IS MORE. Basic character
retained/maintained/repaired/upgraded
Opposed to Commercial activity as currently suggested
Zipline & Floating Motel activities do not belong in Oamaru Harbour
Question process for ANY/ALL new accommodation – Including current
(Developer/s MUST seek Resource Consents which are publicly advertised
by WDC/ORC)
3. Looking ahead, in 30 years what do you want the Oamaru Harbour Assn to look like and
how do you think it should function?
Basic character retained, maintained & upgraded as required with ongoing public
consultation.
Suggest ‘Friends of Oamaru Harbour’ expanded to include wider user groups.
On-going maintenance of existing facilities & services incl: Water quality / rubbish
removal
Review moorings availability/service between local & visiting boats – price & safety
issues
Wider Publicity Links for locals & visitors alike covering character of whole Waitaki
District;
Wider World recognition
Historic Arts Culture
Active & Passive recreational
Harbour foreshore & seabed
Geological link with Vanished World
Human & animal health protection
Views protected from all around Harbour
NOESA wish to speak to this submission
Prepared by President, Helen Stead

Friday 30 November, 2018.

Submission provided by Helen Stead, Conservation Historian, 18 Wansbeck St,
Oamaru, 9400
I endorse the submission made by the Friends of Oamaru Harbour, also of the North
Otago Early Settlers Assn, (Inc). NOESA.
Attached are copies of the Oamaru Town Talk 78 Survey carried out 40 years ago in
1978.
1. The article is mostly self-explanatory. Copies of newspaper clippings from the
date as well as of the Questionnaire are also available.
2. Comment is further made that at that time the Oamaru Borough Council
Scheme was a very early document with local names of spaces ‘slotted’ into the
then Town & Country Planning Act c 1949/50.
3. Note reference to UNESCO research on the Waitaki River, which at that time
had been singled out as the ‘River Valley of NZ’ linking research to ‘River
Valley’s of the World’. My/our efforts to take up the UNESCO offer were
vetoed by the entire Council, which was very disappointing.
4. Newspaper clippings with results of the Survey carried out with Otago
University are held by Waitaki Archive.
I was Councillor with OBC for 12 years; was 15 years out of local government until
2004 when I was re-elected to the Waitaki District Council for 9 years to
2013. Introduction of the Resource Management Act has brought changes that cover
wider environmental issues, as well as some heritage/cultural aspects that I am
particularly passionate about.
I continue doing historic research for conservation plans, assisting writers & publishers
with books, organise & run tours & events working with a number of groups – local,
elsewhere in NZ as well as occasionally overseas.
I have already indicated my interest to assist with any of this/these issues. A copy of a
CV is available. I would be pleased to assist &/or be available for advice.
Oamaru & the Waitaki Valley – located on the 45th Parallel are, I believe of
international importance.
Helen Stead, 18 Wansbeck St, South Hill, Oamaru, 9400
P 03 434 1173
M 027 434 1173
E helenstead@xnet.co.nz

Attached is article from People & Planning September 1982 issue, discussing Regional
Planning options over the Waitaki River. Issues of whether Oamaru went north to
Canterbury, or south within Otago were hot topics! The resulting ‘Out- District’ had
problems whilst the land /road boundary between Canterbury & Otago sees problems
arise north & south.
1. The Waitaki River Seminar article is again mostly self-explanatory. Working
through the North Otago Adult Education Cttee, with Federated Farmers, North
Otago Progress League, Oamaru Licensing Trust, Waitaki Acclimatisation
Society; Fish & Game & others, the material was to be collated by Canterbury &
Lincoln Universities. With the death of the person working on the outcomes was
soon followed by debate over regional government & boundaries. I still hold the
material, although the Waitaki Archive holds some records.
Both initiatives were carried out following calls for greater Public Consultation on
projects. They both show that using local informal activities, such as Questionnaires,
Tours & Seminars linking various groups, govt, local govt, educational institutions
nationally & regionally produced significantly higher responses. Overall the direction
that Oamaru, North Otago & the Waitaki District moved to is evident.

2 Waterfront Road
Oamaru
30 November 2018
Dear Waitaki District Councillors and Officers,
I am submitting the following on behalf of the Oamaru Blue Penguin Colony for the Oamaru Harbour
Community Survey.
As one of the seabird capitals of the world, Oamaru Harbour supports an abundance of wildlife that
presents a unique opportunity for people to see, learn about, and appreciate animals they wouldn’t
ordinarily be able to see so close. The wildlife is highly important and has been absent from previous
Harbour Strategy documents, but now the WDC has the chance to remedy that and protect the wildlife
going forward. The wildlife should be identified as an asset and treated as such, with mind given to the
potential impacts of any future developments. There is no denying that the presence of wildlife in
Oamaru has driven tourism for the town. It is a key reason why the majority of visitors come to Oamaru,
and we should be building on that attraction, not compromising it with infrastructure that may cause
them damage or loss. Locals alike also gain much enjoyment from watching the birds.

Little penguins
Monitoring of the little penguins residing at the Oamaru Blue Penguin Colony (OBPC) and the Oamaru
Creek Reserve began in 1993 and has continued weekly since. Results have revealed that the
populations are increasing steadily, and that the breeding success of the penguins is amongst the
highest recorded for the species. Other New Zealand populations of little penguins are declining in
numbers, therefore the Oamaru populations represent a stronghold for the species in New Zealand and
provision for population growth is essential in future planning of the harbour. The OBPC’s goal is to
support potential growth, as larger populations are more resilient to environmental change. The biggest
threat to little penguins in Oamaru is storms and, while a natural occurrence, storms are predicted to
increase in intensity and frequency with climate change. Storms also bring issues with sedimentation
that pre-human environments would not have had. The best thing we can do to help the populations
survive future storm events is to accommodate any growth now.
The OBPC wishes to increase its footprint by including one third of the carpark behind the colony as a
minimum, to accommodate the increasing number of penguins in the future. If significant space were
added, it could be developed with additional viewing options to help cope with the potential future
increase in tourist numbers. The boat yard could be shifted to another location in the harbour area. It is
rarely used other than for storage, and is a prime location for enhanced tourism potential, in terms of
historical tours (e.g. the Antarctic huts) or wildlife viewing options (either the penguins or shags).

Analyses comparing the OBPC and Creek Reserve populations show that the tourism operation has no
negative impacts on the penguins and therefore additional viewing areas at other sites could be
considered, particularly at the Creek colony. The OBPC would also like to see provision for the future
expansion of the Oamaru Creek reserve, an extension would continue along the coastline to the Oamaru
Creek mouth. There have been penguins nesting there in the past, and with protection, could return to
that site. Again, the goal here is to build resilient populations. The OBPC does not want the helipad
situated at the Oamaru Creek mouth to become permanent. It should be relocated further away from
sensitive wildlife areas. Helicopters are particularly loud and cause disturbance, not only to the penguins
but also other wildlife in the harbour.
The penguins breed in many places around the harbour. Any developments, particularly that involve
accommodation, will have to account for the fact that there will be penguins around and will potentially
be very noisy during the night. Once the penguins decide to breed in a particular spot they will continue
to return there, some people that have penguins nesting near their property are offended by the noise
and smell the penguins cause. This is another reason to provide enough space at the established
breeding sites, so that the penguins choose to live there.

Otago Shags
On mainland New Zealand, healthy populations of seabirds are becoming restricted to protected areas
that are not disturbed by humans or subject to predation from introduced mammals. Occasionally these
sites are man-made structures because of the protection they offer the birds. Here in Oamaru we are
fortunate to have Otago’s only endemic seabird species. These birds are sensitive to disturbance and
can abandon nests, eggs and chicks. Future development of the Oamaru Harbour must take in to
account factors that will cause disturbance to this population of shags. Here is a brief outline of the
potential causal factors of disturbance to the birds (the same will apply to the Spotted shags that use the
wharf to roost):
 Physical encroachment by people onto the wharf and in the water nearby (within 10m). This
includes restoration of the wharf allowing pedestrian access and an increase in boat activity
close to the wharf.
 Drones and helicopters flying too low – there should be height restrictions on drones above the
wharf
 Loud noises such as fireworks and cannon fire frighten the birds and will potential cause nests to
be abandoned. Much more care needs to be taken in event planning in the future.
 New obstructions placed in their flight path (eg, large obstructions and wires), this includes their
flight path between the colony and the open ocean, and their flight path in a 100m radius
around the colony as they return and depart.
Recommendations:
 Shore-based viewing platform but to be effective this needs to be raised off the ground to
improve the view of the nests through binoculars.
 Sufficient barrier fencing and signage to prevent people accessing the wharf.
 Remove sections of planks at the landward end of the wharf to reduce access by predatory
mammals.
 Interpretation panels with information about the harbour history, Sumpter Wharf and the
wildlife



A remote camera on the wharf linked to Oamaru Blue Penguin Colony and/or council website

Red-billed gulls and white-fronted terns
Red-billed gulls and white-fronted terns are fully protected species that are declining in number in New
Zealand. Red-billed gulls are often thought of as a pest and should not be. The WDC should be more
proactive in advocating for the birds. Carefully consideration of a breeding site for the red-billed gulls in
Oamaru Harbour, may help to alleviate the problems in the town with the birds nesting on top of
buildings. Both the gulls and the terns breed either on the breakwater or the shingle beach inside the
harbour but this year have been disturbed by the vehicle movements for the dredging. The terns are
highly prone to disturbance by people getting too close to their breeding area. Better signage about the
wildlife generally in the harbour and near the breakwater, particularly outlining the rules around where
people can and can’t walk their dogs would be a welcome addition.

Kind regards,

Oamaru Blue Penguin Colony

From: Molly Moriches [mailto:molly99887766@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, 30 November 2018 12:05 PM
To: Consult <consult@waitaki.govt.nz>
Subject: Input to public consultation

Hello. My comments are partly about the harbour, but mainly about the broader plan,
so I’m emailing instead of submitting via the survey form.
Economic Development
WDC should focus on economic development and leave tourism strategy to the WTA
and Tourism Waitaki.
Focus on jobs that will attract qualified young people to return to Oamaru after
university, or good blue-collar jobs, not minimum-wage jobs like cleaning rooms at a
“floating hotel”. And a more aggressive push to offer good apprenticeships – both the
traditional craft apprenticeships (construction, electrical, mechanic, engineering, etc.),
and the newer “occupational” types appearing elsewhere in fields such as
finance, insurance, IT, MedTech, hospitality, logistics, and more.
Also need more outreach to the schools to showcase Oamaru people from a variety of
career backgrounds, and make sure the teachers are not limiting students’
ambitions. There’s nothing wrong with a job at the freezing works, but it’s important to
know about all the options available.
WDC needs to make the Oamaru and the District an attractive place to relocate or set up
a business. Could we offer financial incentives such as tax/rates breaks if employment
targets are met, or support for training, for example? Also highlight positives such as
fibre/high-speed internet availability, and address issues that could hinder investment,
such as housing shortage and lack of public transportation. Be open and transparent
about incentives being offered, and explain the rationale; otherwise Council activity will
once again look dodgy.
Look for ways to tap into some of the talent and experience arriving in the region in the
form of retired/semi-retired professionals from around NZ and the globe.
Beautification
Walkways: As an Oamaru resident I regularly enjoy walking on Cape Wanbrow and
around the Harbour. I’d love to see more walkways similar to the Esplanade, if possible
with plenty of rubbish bins, and maybe some bag dispensers (like on the Cape) for the
more forgetful dog owners. As in other towns, maybe even add a few pieces of simple
exercise equipment along the way as well.
Public Art: Spend some of our rates money – or apply for grants, either as Council, or in
partnership with one of the many Trusts/Charities around the area, to commission art
works for our town. In other towns you see tourists gathering around sculptures for
photos and to read about any related history, etc., get these items on the local tourist
map and bring people into those parts of town.

Tourism
In line with the WTA’s recommendation, the location for any zipline should be in a part
of the Waitaki that would benefit from an influx of that type of visitor. Could
somewhere like Benmore Dam be a site for a zipline, perhaps to create a wateradventures park with other activities available on the water for the complete
experience?
For visitors interested in the Victorian architecture:
Take a leaf out of Napier’s book, with their art deco buildings. Guided walking tours
with self-guided tours as an alternative:
http://www.artdeconapier.com/shop/Walks+%26+Tours/Selfguided+Art+Deco+walk.html
Revitalising our Town Centre
Incentives for landlords to upgrade existing buildings in town – over ships, etc., as well
as development of apartments in the centre of town and the Precinct.
Waste Management
Add more bins where needed, and empty them regularly! Sometimes you can’t find
space for a single tissue in the bins along Test Street or the Esplanade.
Thank you.

28 November 2018
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To Whom it May Concern
OAMARU HARBOUR AREA MASTERPLAN: SUBMISSION BY HERITAGE NEW ZEALAND POUHERE
TAONGA

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Thank you for consulting with Heritage New Zealand regarding the development of an Oamaru Harbour
Area Master Plan. There are benefits in having a long-term planning document that provides a
conceptual; layout to guide future growth and development in this very important area of Oamaru. The
area of focus with its extensive heritage values is a key community and commercial asset for Oamaru
and the District.

1.2

This Master Plan provides the opportunity to ensure that there are connections between buildings,
social settings, and their surrounding environments. It can define what should and should not be in the
area and where they should and should not be located within it. To ensure that people’s needs are met,
connectivity and multi modal transportation must be considered and addressed.

1.3

The harbour area with its rich heritage together with the wildlife and coastal environment is a jewel in
Oamaru’s crown which must be carefully developed, managed and protected for present and future
generations. Interest has been expressed in achieving World Heritage status for the heritage area and if
this is to be realised, it is vital that the area is protected and managed in a manner consistent with this
status.

2

VALUES OF THE HARBOUR AREA

2.1

The Oamaru Harbour Area was established early when Europeans came to New Zealand and the built
heritage was substantial in nature and remains in use today. Heritage New Zealand values the heritage
and archaeology within the Harbour Area and the settings and sense of place of that heritage.

2.2

Heritage
The Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga List contains a large number of listed buildings as well as a
Heritage Area. The District Plan schedules and protects heritage buildings. In addition, there are a

number of other pre 1900 buildings in the harbour area which specifically identified.
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2.3

Archaeology
As the area had pre 1900 activity, there are a number of archaeological sites in the area, and some of
these have not been assessed. An over-arching Archaeological Assessment of the area would inform the
planning and future development of the area.

3

SENSE OF PLACE

3.1

Neither the area of focus nor the area of influence can be viewed as having a single amorphous “sense
of place”: they are made up of a number of smaller areas with their own “sense of place”. For example,
Harbour Street has a different “sense of place” to Tyne Street, the Esplanade, the Freezing Works or the
Macandrew Wharf, the Oamaru Blue Penguin Colony, the Steam Punk HQ or the playground. Any
growth and development needs to be sensitive to the character of the smaller areas.

3.2

Harbour Street lined with continuous heritage buildings on both sides of the narrow Street feels
confined and people are focussed on the heritage streetscape. In contrast to this, Tyne Street is more
open and has more of a vehicle focus with its wider road.

3.3

Other buildings such as Scott’s hut have an open setting around then and maintenance of this open
area is an important aspect of their sense of place.

3.4

The design of new buildings, structures, street furniture, hard and soft landscaping and interpretation
should be sympathetic and compatible with its local environs and respect the setting of any heritage
buildings, structures, features, view shafts or archaeology.

3.5

Proposals for the adaptive re-use of heritage buildings, structures or features, like the Oamaru
Breakwater/Macandrew Wharf or the Oamaru Freezing Works should be informed by conservation
plans.

4

CONNECTIVITY
Managing the relationship and connectivity between these smaller areas is vital for peoples
experience and the success of the area.

4.1

Vehicular Transport
Vehicular transport to the area is vital for the ongoing success of the area, however this does not
necessarily mean that all streets in the area should be vehicle oriented. For example, vehicular access
to Harbour Street could be restricted to service vehicles given the buildings have access to other
streets. This would help to protect the heritage fabric of the street as well as enabling visitors including
those who are disabled to more easily traverse the street.
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4.2

Within the heritage area, Tyne Street and Wansbeck Streets could be managed in a way that enables
vehicles to travel through the area, while traffic speed is managed through effective design which is
compatible with the heritage area.

4.3

Parking in the area is at high demand through the busy summer season and there are increasing
numbers of campervans, caravans and busses as well as cars visiting the heritage area. At present there
is little provision for bus, campervan and caravan parking in the heritage area and it would be desirable
to make provision for them in an area screened by suitable landscaping.

4.4

Enhanced provision for people walking in the area would be of benefit. Design guidance would ensure
the facilities are consistent with the area as well as safe and effective.

5

CONCLUSION

5.1

Heritage New Zealand supports the development of the Oamaru Area Master Plan and we would be
happy to contribute further to its development.

5.2

If you would like to discuss the contents of this submission further, please do not hesitate to contact
Denise Anderson: Ph 03 470 2366 or M 027 241 3624, or by email danderson@heritage.org.nz.

Yours sincerely
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Letters from students
at Fenwick School

